Robert Potter
I just edited my coast to coast interview i hope you will enjoy it
This is the transcript of my first full Coast-to-Coast show in November of 2012. I was encouraged to
go on for many years by many people and someone from the Portal group really pushed me she
gave me the call in number one night. I got on and talked for 15 minutes without interruption and at
the end the host John wells said they should have me on for an entire show1 * days later they called
me and this is the result.
This transcript has been heavily edited by me to have my jumbled thoughts make sense and to clarify
what I was trying to say because I was speaking very fast.
A listener who was moved to do this for me out of the kindness of her heart transcribed this entire
show. I wish to thank Robin Landry publicly here for doing such a wonderful job and giving so freely
and kindly of her time for the cause of light
2012
Cobra has been releasing information in regard to the coming 2012 event, and what’s coming forward
on the planet in terms of the extra-terrestrials, and the inner Earth Agarthan, network in helping this
planet to heal.
I know a lot of people thinking doom and gloom about 2012 but we’ve got good news, and a lot of
things are changing behind the scenes. There are a lot of actions being taken. There’s a Galactic
Codex being enacted on planet Earth due to genetic manipulation.
This means divine intervention. It means that the extra-terrestrials, of which there are many different
groups coming here at this time, to help us remove the hostile force, which has been here for twentysix thousand years.
That force is comprised of some regressive extra-terrestrials that you’ve heard about, known as
Reptilians, the Greys, the Dracos and even the Tall Whites and some renegade Sirians.
Basically, we’ve never been alone, we’re not alone now, and we never will be alone. There are many
different members of our space family but the Earth has been in a semi-quarantine position. Not
because of the ‘good guys’, the Galactic Federation, but because we were infiltrated during the
Atlantean/Lumerian times.
What happened was, when the infiltration was discovered there was a scalar war and we had the
sinking of Lumeria. We lost sixty-four million souls in one night. All of the statues of Easter Island
always faced the Lumerian continent and they have a little tear in their eye.
So the Galactic Federation withdrew during the scalar wars of 26,000 -30,000 years ago. This was in
deference to the planet to keep it alive because we’re being held hostage by a hostile force with their
finger on the button.
What’s taking place now as we move through the galactic plane, and more light is reaching our planet
is that we’ve evolved to a higher level of consciousness, is that we’re beginning to reestablish our
galactic humanity, and our membership to the Galactic Federation. And what will take place is an
enforcement to remove these hostile forces which have entrenched themselves on our world for
twenty-six thousand years.
We’ll have the aid of multi-dimensional beings, and it’s going to be a great reunion, giving us a
wonderful positive future, and though it may seem to be a little gloomy, things are going to be getting
better.
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We are divine sons and daughters of the internet spirit God, and we have what is called the ‘I Am’
presence, a divine spark of the creator within us. We are holographic fractals of the infinite light. It’s
our destiny to manifest through our physical form, our lower density physical vehicle this mighty light
presence within us.
We’re trying to aspire to become lighted beings. This is a school of life to grow. What’s happened is
that normally on planets you live a long time, but we have been invaded and been subjected to those
etheric implants by a hostile force also known as Archons. J. J. Hurtak in the Keys of Enoch refers to
them as the Fallen Masters, who inhabit imperfect light bodies from the regions of Ursa Major, Ursa
Minor Polaris and Thuban.
John B Wells asks a question about why Scientologists have a gleam in their eye!
I actually have some inside information on Scientology, and this is my opinion based on my
experience. There’s a U.F.O. contactee that I knew, one of the ‘old guard’ from the fifties who had
physical contact. He was a friend of Sean David Morton, and mine . By the way who’ve I’ve known
since I was seventeen, traveling the New Age circuit together with Fred Bell across the country
selling pyramids, and explaining about our contacts with the Pleiadeans. We were also doing
technology that helps to bring in the U.F.O.’s.
I went to school with Marty Rathbun who is one of the major defectors from the new leadership in
Scientology. From what I was told by Hal Wilcox is that whatever they started with L. Ron Hubbard
and the technology th use to “clear “and audit the consciousness, was correct. But according to Hal
Wilcox, L. Ron Hubbard was using it and it got a little too into the religion aspect and it seems to be
that when you get this kind of information unfortunately, people seem to want to follow a cult and a
personality.
It’s really about the message, not the person. It’s the same with most of the world’s religions. Marty
told me that L. Ron Hubbard had some good technology based on some information from the extraterrestrials.
There is a battlefield going on for the Earth, but the battle’s been won and the victory of the light is
here. We’re getting ready to prepare people for first open (contact), once again reestablishing
interplanetary cultural exchange. We’re soon to have ambassadors that will be working towards
educating the public to the coming landings of the friendly space family.
First we have to remove a hostile force, or what we call these implanted Archons, or lower astral
beings. So, they’ve been cleared from the astral plane by divine decree from many different
dimensions, by the spaceships here from many different worlds, clearing the Archons from the astral
plane.
I have good news and intelligence reports that as of lately, the underground bases of the Illuminati,
the P2 Lodge, the Vatican, and all of those different underground world-take-over Cabal groups have
been cut off at the knees. Their attempts to create WWIII have been thwarted, massive nuclear
weapons have been corralled, and large-scale actions similar to one described in the Maha Bharatta
Vedic texts from previous times have been going on in the higher dimensions and planes.
It’s been hidden from the Earth to protect the Earth people from the violence. So that’s why the ‘good
guys’ stay away because they don’t want the firefight down here on the physical plane.
The ‘bad guys’ have kept is secret because there are so few of them, and the way they get to us is by
genetically altering us through ‘Chemtrails’, vaccinations, HARRP, GMO foods, etc. Our divine lightbodies are being assailed and our frequencies jammed by an intelligent hostile force that knows our
DNA and has been working with that technology against us.
To get back the Scientology, Marty, who lives in Texas, called me up and said, Rob, “David M. and
those guys hound me. They hang around my house, they harass me and they follow me everywhere I
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go. "I said, I find that hard to believe but I will help you get rid of them on your next trip to LA.
So he came down here and we met with a Hollywood movie guy and we had Dinner in Laguna, at
Las Brisas restaurant. Sure enough they were following him. I lived in a privately gated community,
and I said, “Don’t worry Marty, we’ll lose them.”
No one knows Laguna like I do and I shook the four cars that were chasing Marty. They do this
because he’s speaking out against David M. My personal belief is that Scientology is an MK Ultra
tune-up center and that there are probably a certain about of ‘cult-like’ type things going on there.
They’ve stepped away from the essence of the teachings of L. Ron Hubbard, which was trying to get
to a scientific understanding of how to clear the luminous light body. Anyway back to our story.
I drove Marty to my house after we finally shook them. When they followed the Hollywood guy home,
surrounding his car, they didn’t realize that Marty had snuck into my car. Marty is still constantly
harassed by these misguided souls.
Mk Ultra
Mk Ultra is the mind control program that’s still in effect and being used by the government. Rest
assured they have very advanced technologies for creating alter personalities, which are documented
in the book “Thanks For The Memories” by Bryce Taylor, aka Susan Ford. Chip Tatum and Ted
Gunderson protected Ford, when she was in a car accident and help her stay safe while she broke
her programing.
Ford was what was called a ‘presidential model’, and a human computer for Henry Kissinger. She
was owned by Bob Hope and used as a sex slave like Marilyn Monroe who was one of the first ones.
Many of our Hollywood personality types are actually under this type of programing. The attempt has
been to create certain types of informational downloads and programs through the mass media,
which is controlled.
These programs are being dismantled as we speak. Super soldiers such as Dunkin O’Finian, and
Stewart Swerdlow, and Aaron McCallum, are now breaking loose. There’s another guy in England
named James Cassabolt, who’ve been revealing these things such as advanced technology, and
things that were learned by the Nazis, such as by torturing people who create ‘alter’ personalities.
The heinous nature of the pain becomes so severe that the personality fractures in order to live a
normal life and they don’t remember their painful experiences. This is very convenient for those
criminals who torture and use other innocents lives to further themselves. This is one of the most evil
plans of the hostile and dark forces in my opinion because the suffering is so great and so personally
inflicted
Why is Earth so Special?
All life is sacred and is divine. There are various dimensions. Part of the understanding that will come
with the extra-terrestrials will be the understanding of the various dimensions, and the higher
frequencies of life.
For instance, there’s a physical plane, there’s an astral plane, there’s a mental plane, there’s an
intuitional plane, a casual plane that they call an Atmic and Logoic. All of these planes exist here in
the now, here, within you, all seven levels of this divine life force.
We have various stories of this, the seven spirits before the throne. We have seven chakras, seven
notes to the musical scale, and seven endocrine glands. This is the divine as above so below, the
man made in the divine image is a true reflection of the omnipotent creative force within our beings.
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Because this planet is part of what historically is called the rebellion, there’s a very complex
description of this, and there are many different histories and linages from different cultures
throughout time. Most of this history has been hidden from or erased by the forces that don’t want us
to know the truth.
They genetically manipulated us and we live a very short life span, so we’re still kind of emotional
children, which is done on purpose to make it easier to keep us in the box. That’s all breaking through
now. So, we are divine beings. We have the divine man and the divine woman consciousness
energy, and we are a combination of that.
A really great contactee George Van Tassel’s son-in-law who’s name is Norm Paulsen wrote a book
called “The Christ Consciousness” and he was Yogananda’s limousine driver, and chauffer.
Paulsen was very much into the spiritual understanding the message of the ETs, aside from the
liberation and the ‘why aren’t they landing’ that seems so difficult to understand. When they do come,
the ships have so much power, love and light, that everyone’s going to know and it’s going to be a
beautiful experience.
What Cobra and I, and many others are trying to do is to prepare people to start to think outside the
box, and to look for positive solutions to bring this about to enhance our divinity.
The reason they’re here (the ET’s) , and why there are many different Avatars that have come here,
is because of our present situation we need help. By the way we’ve had some very high teachers, so,
after the teachers leave, the teaching gets distorted, fragmented, and changed. An example is the
Councils of Nicaea. The truth gets lost without the living word of the Master.
Generally speaking the time for Masters who lead us is over now. We are all Masters and we can all
access this divinity through the power of concentration, meditation, and what is known as Kriya yoga,
the science of the still breath.
It’s not that complicated, in fact it’s a simple process which is essentially placing the attention and
your awareness in the higher endocrine glands of the body, the pineal and the pituitary bodies. By
focusing your awareness through literally “not doing” or the silencing of the mind you create hormonal
structures in your body, which create blissful feelings of unity, happiness, and brotherhood.
It’s a feeling. We think it’s in the mind and people want to argue with you, but it’s not the forcing of an
intellectual ideal. It’s a flowering of a natural understanding of who we are, and that’s what’s coming
forward in a big way.
UFO Experiences
I met Fred Bell when I was sixteen because I wanted to know about pyramids, and so I started
helping him. Laguna was kind of a hippie place. The Beatles were there. I had friends who painted
John Lennon’s Rolls Royce, the Love Animals, Don’t Eat Them are good friends of Paul McCartney,
it was a kind of a consciousness-expanding place and Fred fit in with that. I was learning from that.
Because of Fred’s scientific background, he always emphasized the teachings that Semjase gave
him in regards to healing and advanced technology. But she was and still is a cosmic sage of sorts
and would espouse very insightful spiritual messages as well. She said that “All matter or form is
ideation vibrating at a slower frequency” , in other words, thoughts are things. What we’re seeing is
really our own thoughts in manifestation. Another very cool thing she said was “You know you think
you know something and then you realized you don’t know anything at all”
The Secret
What we call the secret is the understanding is that by the intensity that you think and feel about
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things that they do manifest and become reality. Everyone things if I just think about a car, that I’ll get
one, but what are you thinking about the other 99% of the time? You’re thinking about your job, or
your worries, or about money.
In reality, most people are so distracted with just surviving; they really don’t have time to tune in to
their own ‘divine self’. So it’s important that we as a family and as a planet begin to what the ETs call,
‘invoke the light’ or the Tensor equations that Richard Miller and the Solar Cross group talked about.
Some of the messages that the spiritual ET contactees have shared with the world is very profound
and deep metaphysically speaking. In the circles of true light contacts from the ET groups it’s the
message of love and awareness and growing in the truth that is the most important aspect of the
contact experience.
Commander Valiant Thor
Commander Valiant Thor is the Venusian who regularly met with one of my favorite people in the
galaxy Dr. Frank Stranges,. Val spoke of the ‘five stars of life’, of developing yourself spiritually,
mentally, financially, emotionally and physically every day for a harmonious life. In all your
relationships balance is key in expanding these 5 points of the star of life to enlarge your awareness
and to grow from a clod to a god. There is a great book called Outwitting tomorrow which I will sell on
my website.
The great teachers that we’ve had on earth are all part of these same ancient linages of light. They’re
ETs are getting ready to come forward more and a lot of misunderstandings between the various
religions will be cleared up.
Again I want to empathize the positive message that we’re bringing forward after the event and the
arrest of these negative forces. The education of the populace is going to come forward with a
releasing of financial abundance.
Hidden Technologies
The financial masters of the planet have held the world’s wealth in a black hole fist. While they have
free energy and super fast -shuttle trains running from Washington D.C. to Berkeley, Livermore labs
in an hour or so to underground bases, we suffer from the scourge gasoline and outmoded
combustion engines. We pull oil out of the ground in greed and destroy the ozone, and they are
circling the planet nine times in a second in a TR38.
I had a conversation with a guy who works for a company that I’m not going to name, nor will I name
him because he told me things, that they’ve developed very high technology. The scientists working
on these things are enlightened. They don’t want to be providing this stuff for the dark side really, but
that’s how it’s used.
A lot of them are defecting and getting all the information we need, and it’s going to be a very positive
future. So understand that the divinity of consciousness is inherent within itself. It’s a multidimensional universe.
What they call ascension is the practical fact that we’re all Evolving. The space family is more
conscious and work directly with the cosmic forces of and for spiritual growth. Is there a god? Who
created the universe? Is it the Big Bang? Is it a materialist creation or did God create it? We call it the
might mystery, and God created evolution. They’re not mutually exclusive.
You can have a personal relationship with the Infinite All-Knowing Source because it’s literally you
yourself. By entering the silence and going within (kriya yoga) the true nature of your consciousness,
which the Indians call Sat Chit Ananda, or being, awareness, and bliss is expanded and accessed
naturally.
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If torture reshapes a personality in a negative way, then your pituitary/pineal gland can reshape your
personality too, but in a positive way. In fact that’s one of the technologies they’re bringing forth
through sound, light and color therapies.
The Inner Light and the Inner Sound your Highway Home to God
There’s a technique taught by Guru Nanak of the Singh’s, or the Indians, it’s called the Nada Shringa
which is the inner light illuminations sound force This is one of the ways to make our connection to
god force within also known as the “Shabd” . This sound current technique is also spoken of and is
key to the spiritual exercises taught in Eckankar . This is technique is basically one of following the
inner sound current through the meditation process of simply listening to the sound. By doing this you
can ride this current to the inner planes.
The life must be balanced between the inner and outer and in the Western Civilization we’ve been so
focused on the outer. What is coming forward now is that we’re learning how to improve our
consciousness, and our awareness through entering the silence and the sacred space and focusing
our awareness on these higher blissful states.
Future technology
We’re going to have technology using light, laser, and sound and music that’s going to rewrite the
bodies, in fact the entire planet is going through a Cymatic shift.
It’s an interesting thing that I will now share with you. I once spoke into a microphone that had a
speaker system in the bottom of the barrel. There was a large rubber sheet stretched over this steel
trash barrel and it looked like a drum. On this make shift drum was spread lots of sand! I spoke into
the microphone and said ‘Ohmmm’ and the sand, oddly enough, went into the shape of what we
know as the Shri Yantra or the Hindu Symbol of the heart chakra.
The sound from the microphone in the bottom of the can made the Sri Yantra but not in one complete
form or wave! What happened was it starts out with all the sand moving out to the outer ring, and
then as the sound changes the sand slowly moves to the center and it creates the Yantra in a step by
step process.
First there was an outer ring and then fleur de leis, and then there’s another ring. Then it moves to
inside of this pyramid or triangle type mandala shape. The form was incomplete at any one point and
as you go through the Ohms the sand is moving like a wave into these shapes progressively.
The shift
What is taking place now, gradually over time is the entire nature of Nature itself is going to shift.
Much like the sand on the trash can into which I In between the various phase shifts we go through a
period of chaos, where it looks like nothing organized is happening. It’s shifting so we must all
understand that the shift is breaking down all of the structures, the societal constructs and it’s taking
place as we move through the galactic plane. The lies cannot stand the light of day.
The Arrrests or Surrender of the Cabal
They’re being exposed and we’re not about revenge, we don’t want to torture Cabal members. They
need to lay down their weapons, and lay down their armor and stand in a circle with everyone else
and get to work because we need to heal the planet.
We need to recognize that the error of our ways and with humility, and a make conscious steps
forward in our personal lives decisions and in our societal structures make these changes. The ETs
will be here, in fact they are here, and they will openly expose themselves in the mentoring process
as we move forward.
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The New Age
We have many exciting things that we are going to be bringing forward such as the UFOs beneath
the Sphinx. There are ancient artifacts that will be brought forward. Technologies like a laser scalpel
where there is no scaring.
There will also be found 12 jars that will be very difficult to open and these will contain the writings on
goat skin by hand of Jesus Christ himself!
There will be tremendous advances. Fred said that within 200 years we should be living 400 years
lifespans. We’re looking at some tremendous positive things in our future. It’s really up to humanity
how quickly we can stop our divisive thinking, and our fear-based media, which is literally pumping
out at full speed fear-destruction-murder.
We fill our minds with these negative and destructive thoughts. We also assail our feeling nature and
that’s what we create and over time the world we have now is what we have been programmed to
create. That’s the essence of the secret. So to actually practice the secret more efficiently it is best to
spend the time in the silence, invoke the light, maintain a positive attitude and be part of the solution.
Monsanto
There’s no need to argue and fight the forces-that-be, they want you in the street to beat your head.
Get together in groups and ridicule them. With your hubris, expose them, and shame them. Convince
your neighbor ‘do not to go to work for Monsanto, no matter what you’re doing, genetically altering
the species is not a good thing no matter how much they’re paying you. People need to make
conscious decisions.
John asks “Are these people warped?”
They are actually a little of both evil ETs and warped people. It’s been orchestrated that way. There
are stories that Stalin was quite mad, and that Avril Harriman was the one running Stalin from behind
the scenes.
It comes down to greed. You can make a lot of money on a war-machine, so they do this for profit
and they create the conflict. These wars would feed these Archons who literally feed on the spurious,
negative energy, so they like it when you’re angry, when you’re violent, when there’s blood, when
there’s lust, and when there’s fear. They suck on that.
Don Juan called them “The mud Shadows” and he said to Carlos Castaneda the way that you starve
the Archons is to enter the silence. This is the technique for us is to learn to become more powerful
spiritual beings by controlling our thoughts. The power of decision is now.
This is window of opportunity. It’s a power of decision.
Space ships
The ever-increasing fleets are part of the process of identification and preparation for open
interplanetary cultural exchange. They started picking up the pace in 1991 in Mexico. Of course
Jamie Masson got pretty famous behind all of those space fleets, literally hundreds of them. That’s
what happening now they’re preparing everyone all over the world now. They’re letting themselves be
known as it becomes safer and safer to do so.
Cobra is more in touch with the pulse on a of lot stuff than I am as he is in direct contact with the
resistance forces. A lot of my physical experiences were earlier in my life but I continue to have
experiences and various forms of contact throughout my life.
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Cobra is actually working very closely with what is called the resistance movement and he’s
disseminating information, and they’re following how people are reacting to the information. It seems
to be very positive. People are ready for change, and they want honesty and justice.
There are many different groups here, two positive groups, one is called the Galactic Federation, and
one is called the Alliance. Certain groups are members of both, for instance the Acturians, and the
Andromedeans.
Those alliances don’t necessarily communicate with each other their plans and actions. They both
have the same goal of liberating this planet from the hostile force. Once we get rid of the hostile force
it will be a big weight off our shoulders. It’s going to be so much easier.
Earth’s true history
Can you imagine if we get the true Earth’s history told to us? Can you imagine people sitting in a
valley and having a mother ship project a holographic live show of the life of Christ or many other
various teachers? Imagine a holoscreen 3 miles high and 2 miles wide and the projector is a
Mothership!!! The truth can be revealed to us through a step-by-step process.
Many of these civilizations have histories that are intact for millions of years, so they’re very mature
obviously. They’ve developed themselves, focusing on their pineal, and pituitary glands, the higher
dimensional planes energies into their forms.
Venus
Some of them aren’t even physical beings, in fact someone of them lower themselves to come here.
For instance, you look at Venus and there’s no life there. Actually there is life there on the interior of
Venus and on the sixth dimension, and on the surface there’s life there on the fourth and fifth.
This solar system is teeming with life, which we aren’t necessarily tuned in to. And interesting thing to
note is that the Nazca Lines, according to J.J. Hurtak in his book called “the keys of Enoch” there are
actually symbols that the space people use to determine what frequency and time-space continuum
to tune in to when they travel in these multi-dimensional ships of light.
The technology is just amazing; in fact it would blow our minds. It’s so wonderful to know that when a
planet is unified behind the principals of the Christ Consciousness and are in loving service to each
other, or we can call it the Krishna based name Kshatriya Chaitanya. I don’t want to get into a
religious battle, but the essence of the teachings is that the power of love can move not only
mountains but create tremendous harmonious technologies.
Imagine when they land. The first thing they’re going to do is rip out those nuclear power plants and
stick in something about the size of a refrigerator and energy will be free. They will do the same thing
with your car engine. The engines on all the worlds cars will be replaced by the same device that will
be put in your home and the cost will only be about 350 dollars. You will never pay another electric
bill or have to fill up your car with gasoline. The future is bright indeed.
Free Energy
Free energy does exist. Nicola Tesla had E.R.G., an acronym for Earth Resonate Generation, which
works harnessing the natural resonant energies that surround us naturally on the nodal points of the
Earth. All the ancient societies like Atlantis used the Pyramids as the monuments themselves are the
generators of the free energy!
This free energy absolutely is just the natural principal of the balance of the Yin and the Yang, the
light and the dark. One of the guys in Steven Greer’s disclosure, whose name is David Adair,
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described his little free energy device, which basically has an infinite supply.
Howard Menger explained to me that it’s very simple; it’s counter-rotating magnetic fields. Actually, I
helped Fred Bell build a time machine which was to eventually use this technology in his back yard.
The city made us take it down but it was basically an octahedron pyramid, which he was preparing to
put inside some of the advanced technology that the Pleiadians had given him. Unfortunately,
Howard never got that far.
It is interesting to note that there was water underneath the Warden Cliff tower, which Telsa built to
create free energy. There is also access for water to the Great Pyramid as they both worked on the
same principals. The ERG free energy utilizes an electric potential that exists in the atmosphere
naturally and is focused by the Pyramids.
The Order of Melchizadech
The pyramid temple priest societies that exist throughout the galaxy are called The Order of
Melchizadech.They all take an oath to always choose what is best for the greater good over their own
desires. They utilize their free will to serve others as the highest form of spiritual service. These
societies never interfere or take part in the temporal or political societal structure on any world on
which they inhabit and teach! However they are often sought out and asked for advice by the leaders
and administrators of various worlds.
Because we pollute their air so much we strip the air of negative Ions. So much so that we eventually
create a positive potential and lightening literally is mother natures air purifier. The Earth atmosphere
creates an electrical potential and the lightening bolt comes, in the same way we as people must
create the potential for the light to come into our body, and that’s by preparing a place and by
cleansing ourselves physically and mentally.
Hemp
There are a lot of positive things coming forward and there are so many different free-energy devices,
such as running our cars on water, or we could run on ethanol, or Marijuana oil. That’s why the
Rockefellers outlawed Marijuana oil. They got together with Randolph Hearst and said, ‘you know
what? We’ll make a lot of money on gas and you’ll make a lot of money because hemp makes the
best paper. We’ll cut down the trees and make paper.”
Randolph Hearst said that’s a great idea and, with his propaganda machine, his papers, they
outlawed cannabis which was one of the most healing herbs n the planet. Cannabis is a food, you
can wear it, it’s a medicine, and you can build with it. Henry ford built his cars to run on hemp oil but
the cabal could not make money from oil that way
Cobra
These type of things are really societal problems which we’ll look back on in the not-too-distant
future, as part of a painful growth process if Cobra is correct. There are people who think that he’s
part of the Cabal, but when I talk to the guy and ask him metaphysical, and scientific questions, he’s
very engaging and the real-deal. Cobra’s a very positive guy.
Cobra has a lot of information on the prosperity program and how we’re going to make this shift in a
positive way. That’s going to come from the populous itself.
How does one become a member of this resistance?
Resistance is maybe not be the best word for that, but when we’re being genetically altered, when
people are strip-searching you in violation to the Constitution, I mean, what is going on when we’re
having checkpoints?
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This is instilling doubts and fear and it’s not conducive to a positive spiritual lifestyle. So, we’re
resisting ignorance, superstition and fear by lighting a candle in the darkness and providing the
answers and solutions to our problems.
John Wells Remarks that 1/3 of the people would be okay with cavity searches if they could get on
the airplane. He mentions Alex Jones
I like Alex (Jones) and I think he’s doing a good job. He’s coming from that place of outrage all the
time; I’d like to see him with a little more positive attitude influence on that because those guys are
done. Most people will be happy when they just take a step back and realize that things are
changing.
The Venusians and Valiant Thor
Valiant Thor, The leader of the Venusian Fleets that monitor the earth has twelve ships positioned on
the planet. These ships are cloaked and the cabal will never ever know where they are or what they
are doing. This is what I would call the actions of the solar councils. They monitor lots of the Earth’s
‘naughty’ guys in thought-word-deed and action. At the same time they’re working with many people
teaching and sharing experiences while the people are in their dreamtime, having ET contacts while
they sleep. All of these, what they call “veils” will be removed from our consciousness as we move
forward and the dark force is removed from the planet. We will be able to remember more as it
becomes safe to do so.
We’re at a very critical and exciting time in our Earth’s transmutation and transfiguration into whole
light beings. These Merkaba ships themselves will actually help us translate vibrationally to the next
level. They have webs of light around themselves and the entire planet right now. They’ve been
staving off massive geological upheaval, which would have taken place as a result of a natural order
of cleansing because of humanity’s unbalanced thoughts and aura.
What we do here would have precipitated the pole shifts, but through a very high technology of many
different space groups here. The forces of light the Ashtar command ,The victor fleets and many
others are holding the acupressure lines of the Earth, the ley lines in balance and allowing a
harmonious transition so that as many people as possible can learn to invoke the light into their
beings through a process of literally transfiguring their bodies into a spiritual consciousness.
A big part of the message is how to develop yourself as a spiritual being. It’s interesting to know that
when Dr. Frank Stranges went on the ship at Lake Mead; they would pick him up at the airport and
he could go on ship and he would see nothing, then the car would drive in. When he gets out he has
to walk in through a heavy magnetic field that cleanses the body. That kind of stuff is interesting.
Dr. Stranges would go onboard the ship and they would have history coins. He could look at any part
of the Earth’s history and see it resurrected from the Akashic Records on a 3D holographic screen.
That was interesting stuff but really, it was the message of love, brotherhood and fellowship that was
the essence and the most important part of ET contact.
The Order of Melchizadech
Dr. Frank Stranges asked me to join what he called the Order of Mechizadech in one of his inner
circle meetings. I thought, “well ok I’ll join”. I wasn’t taking it seriously. There was a specific oath and
when he called my name up, something sparked inside of me. Then I noticed there was a guy there
who wasn’t there before the break, and he wasn’t there after the break but he was there for this
initiation.
He said, okay, all the members of the order of Melchizadech come over, and one guy came over and
put his hand on my head and he looked directly into my eyes. I had a very strong feeling that he was
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one of the brothers from Victor 1, one of the Venusian flagships that are working here on a scientific
and a humanitarian basis.
The commander and his people actually pick up orphaned children from the trash heaps of the world,
and take them in their space ships and bring them to loving families around the world. In the future
many of these children and many other people who have remained silent will come forward more and
give testimony to the truth of the benevolence and the positive influence of our space family of light.
No one’s better than anyone. It’s not a question of better or worse; it’s a question of more or less.
Some of us have invoked more light and some of us have achieved more discipline and control of our
thoughts. The more positive that we think and the more fervor, zeal and enthusiasm we infuse into
the actions in our life and the more abundant and prosperous we become.
Positive Future
We have a wonderful future coming forward, and I want to give this positive message all around the
world in 2012 where ever in the world you are.
(Egypt trip)
Wherever you are, give a little prayer for peace on 2012. It represents the light of the Galactic Sun.
We just may be seeing some big increases in these space ships. The media’s not reporting them, but
they’re all over. Pretty soon the media won’t be able to deny them, like they did the Phoenix lights.
I call them IFOs, because the good guys are here. I have met them and they are the good guys and
girls sent here by the creator to help u heal. We’re responsible for ourselves. They’re not going to do
anything for us, we have to do it all for ourselves, but they’re going to kick the 10,000 lb. gorilla out so
that we can breath, and to see where we go as a species.
We can reconnect and we’ve had wonderful teachers here. Humanity is a very loving people. I’m a
member of Rainbow family and we’ve gathered in the national forests for 30 years or more. When
people are without television or electricity, and they get together, we do a pretty good job. The cream
rises to the top, people cooperate, we make entire camps, kitchens, and the people get fed.
The healthy people do this, while the weaker people do this, the musicians add their part and
everyone has a part in the symphony of life. It’s a matter of consciousness and sharing that is what is
important in human relationships. This magic presence of the living word of god in each person is
shared throughout the gathering it is the resonance of the groups field and that inculcates, and
creates sacred space.
If we go to the heart of the message of us who have had face to face contact with our space family
and I mean the real face-to-face contactees, we’re all sharing a message of hope and peace. That’s
what Cobra and I want the world to understand; that they can be part of that message.
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